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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 9:00 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR TREND ALERT!!

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
This is a critical short-term view:

The rolling ‘Trump Bump’ seems to be continuing. That includes the steps the new President
has already taken via executive order that are consistent with his election campaign promises.
Someone in Washington DC who is actually ‘doing something’ and is ready to especially roll
back excessive regulation is a source of support for the US economic outlook and by
extension the equities.
This showed up again on MOnday in the selloff to lower support respecting the upwardly
adjusted weekly Oscillator support into this week (more below.) Yet there is room to believe
the sometimes erratic nature of Mr. Trump’s pronouncements leave room for a bit more of a
downside surprise. That makes the ability to be patient and understand where the extended
support might lie a key to proper finesse of the US equities trend (also more below on that.)
This is (still) the critical consideration:
Due to sustained aggressive increases in weekly MA-41 (as it loses old low end Closes from the
sharp early 2016 selloff) March S&P 500 future extended weekly Oscillator levels now move up
roughly $5 each week. That nearest support threshold is up into the 2,258-53 range this week
that was tested and held on Monday. And after having having increased into the 2,236-31 range
we previewed as the support for the end of 2016, the 2,239-36 gap up from that area remains
lower support as well. And the overall pattern of the last month-and-a-half suggests that may be
tested again.
And in line with our reticence to chase the rally to re-establish bullish positions, the initial
higher weekly Oscillator area this week is up to the 2,279-84 area this week. Yet the market
has already tested it multiple times over the past couple of weeks and failed. It is also a
modest buffer above the mid-December through early-January topping congestion, with the
March contract trading high and front month all-time continuation high (from the December
contract) both into the 2,278.25 level.
And those higher levels will need to be violated to signal any meaningful overrunning of the
key weekly Oscillator resistance. The further extended major Oscillator resistance not until the
2,315 area.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest analysis and Market Observations write-
up at www.rohr-blog.com for more on the current trend evolution. Market Observations are
available to Gold and Platinum subscribers.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-
blog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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